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Week Five...Chapter 5….Father and Son

Sunday….Read all of Chapter Five.    15 minutes

Monday…. Read chapter 5 verses 1 to 18
 A sick man healed, and the leaders want to get Jesus for it! Read the passage and jot down 
thoughts about the healing and the reaction to it in the box below
15 minutes

Tuesday….Read chapter 5 verses 19 to 30
Jesus and the Father….their relationship is spelt out in this passage. Some people say “I believe 
in God, but not in Jesus”...in your own words write down an answer to this statement based on 
what Jesus teaches in these verses. 15 minutes

Wednesday… Read chapter 5 verses 31 to 47
Jesus makes more clear statements about His relationship to the Father, that He is prophesied in 
the scriptures (Old Testament) and so forth. At the top of the next page, write down as many 
things as you can find  that He claims about Himself in this passage. 15 minutes
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Thursday….There is a lot in chapter 5, but choose just one verse that seems to you to be very 
important in this chapter. Underline it in your Bible, write it out on a card or piece of paper (or type 
it into your computer or phone) together with its reference (eg John 5 verse 1) and then try to 
learn it off by heart.   15 minutes 

Friday…. If there is something in the passage you don’t understand, write your question in the 
Whatsapp or discussion forum group you have arranged with your friends. If there is something 
that you have gone “Wow” or “That’s great” about in this chapter, post it in the same place but 
also underline it in your Bible carefully as well. Also make sure you can still say the verse you 
learnt yesterday 15 minutes

Saturday…. Go to john.lumin.org.uk and click the audio download  link to get the audio file and 
listen to the discussion there on John Chapter 5. Also check to see if anyone has answered your 
question from yesterday on WhattsApp (or try to answer someone else’s!).  
  45+ minutes

If you don’t get the next week’s Study sheet from a leader in a meeting you can 
always download it from the website.
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